NOTABLE ESSAYS OF 2012 - 2013

Performing Protest
*Anna Bianco*

A New and Chastened Time
*Monica Bulger*

A Feeble Mind at Embracing Mystery
*Sung Won Cho*

Junction
*Sung Won Cho*

Outsider’s Art
*Dylan Ford*

Beyond the Fence
*Avery Jean Heater*

Passion is not Patient
*Morgan Ingari*

Fear, Fables, and *Midnight in Paris*: “It’s the End of an Era, It’s True”
*Jessica Katz*

Out With the Old
*Alexander Kuhar*

Lips as Blue and You Can, Too
*Christina Lu*

Poo-Tee-Weet?
*Allie Maresca*

On the Reduction of Irreducible Wilderness
*Matthew Meyer*
Static Wilderness
Claire Murphy-Beach

Illuminating What Is Hidden
Caroline Parr

The Exploitation of Morality
Dmitri Potemkin

The Cutting Edge
Matthew Pucini

Tradition and Imitation in a Moving World: The Manhattan Skyline
Asher Schneider

To Leave the Private in Public
Nana Shakhnazaryan

Letter to Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda
Victoria Shen

Sprinting Society, Sluggish Society
Madeline Sherrill

Dining with the Dead: A Cordial Invitation
Tyler Thomas

Dear Elizabeth
Noam Tomaschoff

Emotion: Guilty Until Proven Innocent
Yibyang Amy Yang

Mind the Abyss
Sydney Yeo

In and Out of the Public Eye
Sonia Zhang